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	Forms make or break the most crucial online interactions: checkout, registration, and any task requiring information entry. In Web Form Design, Luke Wroblewski draws on original research, his considerable experience at Yahoo! and eBay, and the perspectives of many of the field's leading designers to show you everything you need to know about designing effective and engaging web forms.


	Web form design. Do we really need an entire book on such a mundane topic? You bet we do. As arbiters of checkout, registration, and data entry, Web forms are often the lynchpins of successful Web applications.


	• Checkout forms are how ecommerce vendors close deals—they stand between people and the products or services they want and between companies and their profits. For example, eBay’s vast inventory (it’s the 30th largest economy in the world) is driven in no small part by its Sell Your Item form.

	• Registration forms are the gatekeepers to community membership—they allow people to define their identity within social applications. All of MySpace’s 150+ million users joined through a Web form.
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Handbook of Cloud ComputingSpringer, 2010

	Cloud computing has become a significant technology trend. Experts believe cloud computing is currently reshaping information technology and the IT marketplace. The advantages of using cloud computing include cost savings, speed to market, access to greater computing resources, high availability, and scalability.


	Handbook of Cloud...
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Introduction To Data Networks, Pdn, Lan, Man, Wan, And Wireless Data, Technologies And SystemsAlthos Publishing, 2003
This book explains the different types of data networks, how the key types of data networks operate, and the different types of data services they provide. Data networks have become a fundamental part of almost all communication networks. Data networks are telecommunications networks that are installed and operated for information exchange...
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Civil Resistance and Power Politics: The Experience of Non-violent Action from Gandhi to the PresentOxford University Press, 2009

	Civil resistance--non-violent action against such challenges as dictatorial rule, racial discrimination and foreign military occupation--is a significant but inadequately understood feature of world politics. Especially through the peaceful revolutions of 1989, it has helped to shape the world we live in.

	

	Civil Resistance...
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Comparative Information Technology: Languages, Societies and the Internet (Globalisation, Comparative Education and Policy Research)Springer, 2009
This volume offers a critique of the nexus between ICT and its impact on society, individuals and educational institutions. One of the most significant dimensions of globalisation has been the rapid development of information and communications technologies (ICTs). Our lives have been changed by ICTs in numerous ways and the implications for...
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The Rough Guide to BeijingRough Guides, 2011

	The Rough Guide to Beijing, in full-color throughout, is the ultimate travel guide to this endlessly absorbing city. Discover the highlights of China's remarkable capital with stunning photography, color-coded maps, and insightful descriptions of the city's sights — from the Forbidden City and Summer Palace to hidden...
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Substance Abuse in the Mentally and Physically DisabledCRC Press, 2001

	This up-to-the-minute reference explores current trends, disease etiology and associations, novel assessment tools, and modern laboratory tests to promote coordinated treatment of comorbid substance abuse, psychiatric disease, and general medical conditions-recognizing the causal relationship between substance abuse and medical and...
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